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Summaries in english 

1. Introduction to some opinions on quality of economic growth 

       Dr. Pham §inh Phung 

The article introduces 6 opinions on widely used quality of economic growth 

- Economic growth must be associated with sustainable development 

- Economic growth must be associated with efficiency  

- Economic growth must be associated with welfare enhancement 

- Economic growth must be associated with changes in economic structure 

- Economic growth must be associated with competition capacity 

- Economic growth must be associated with democratic environment 

2. An application of cobb-Douglass function to measure the 

production efficiency 

                                                           Le Van Duy 

The cobb-Douglass function describes relationships between production outputs and 

two factors of labour (L) and capital (K). The economists have used this function to estimate 

the production efficiency through two parameters  - contribution part of labour and  = 1 -  

- contribution part of capital according to the formula:  )()()()()( KG1LGQGTFPG rrrr   

where )( TFPGr growth rate of integrated factors  

            )(QGr  growth rate of added value 

           )(LGr  growth rate of labour value 

           )(QGr  growth rate of capital 

3. Status, reasons why the quality of GDP data is not high and 

overcoming resolutions 

                                                          Nguyen Van Nong 

The 10 years of applying the SNA system in Viet Nam has brought back many results, 

also it has revealed certain limitations in the calculation using the constant price and actual 

price. There are many reasons, objective and subjective, the most dominant reason of which 

is the calculation of GDP with many inconsistencies. In order to overcome the situation there 
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should take different resolutions on strengthening machine organization, improving the 

professional level and renewing the regime of data collection and surveys on national 

accounts. 

4. Social factors in modern growth theory 

                                                                                    Dr. Nguyen Trong Hau 

Economic growth is an integrated outcome of many economic and social factors. 

Basing on research works in this field, the author presents a general introduction to social 

factors such as: interactive relation between members; social characteristics; education 

level; social position, etc., Relying on these factors, the author introduces modern growth 

models using social factors such as the model of impact of social factors on production 

capital proposed by Cozzi and Lyigun, the model of household knowledge instruction 

developed by Galor and Tsiddon. 

 

 

Hộp thư bạn đọc 
Trong n¨m qua, Ban biªn tËp tê Th«ng tin Khoa häc Thèng kª ®· 

nhËn ®−îc c¸c bμi viÕt, bμi dÞch vμ c¸c t− liÖu kh¸c cña ®«ng ®¶o céng 
t¸c viªn thuéc c¸c ®¬n vÞ trong Tæng côc Thèng kª, c¸c viÖn nghiªn 
cøu, c¸c tr−êng ®¹i häc, c¸c c¬ quan, tæ chøc trong c¶ n−íc vμ c¸n bé ë 
c¸c côc thèng kª tØnh, thμnh phè. 

Ban biªn tËp tê Th«ng tin Khoa häc Thèng kª tiÕp tôc nghiªn cøu, xö 
lý, biªn tËp c¸c bμi vμ sÏ ®¨ng t¶i trong nh÷ng sè th«ng tin thÝch hîp. 

Nh©n dÞp kû niÖm 30 n¨m thμnh lËp ViÖn Khoa häc Thèng kª vμ 25 
n¨m ra m¾t tê Th«ng tin Khoa häc Thèng kª, l·nh ®¹o ViÖn Khoa häc 
Thèng kª vμ Ban biªn tËp tê Th«ng tin Khoa häc Thèng kª ch©n thμnh 
c¸m ¬n sù ®ãng gãp v« cïng quý gi¸ cña ®éi ngò céng t¸c viªn trong 
vμ ngoμi ngμnh.  

Nh©n dÞp tÕt BÝnh TuÊt, Ban biªn tËp Th«ng tin Khoa häc Thèng kª 
xin chóc c¸c céng t¸c viªn vμ gia ®×nh an khang, thÞnh v−îng, h¹nh 
phóc trong cuéc sèng vμ thμnh ®¹t trong c«ng viÖc. 

 


